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Oracle Database 11g PL/SQL Programming

2008-04-19

design feature rich pl sql applications deliver dynamic client server pl sql applications with expert guidance from an oracle programming professional with full coverage of the latest features and tools oracle database
11g pl sql programming lays out each topic alongside detailed explanations cut and paste syntax examples and real world case studies access and modify database information construct powerful pl sql statements
execute effective queries and deploy bulletproof security you ll also learn how to implement c c and java procedures enable your database cut development time and optimize performance create debug and manage oracle
driven pl sql programs use pl sql structures delimiters operators variables and statements identify and eliminate errors using plsql warnings and exception handlers work with functions procedures packages collections
and triggers define and deploy varray nested table and associative array data types handle external routines object types large objects and secure files communicate between parallel sessions using dbms alert and dbms pipe
call external procedures through oracle net services and pl sql wrappers integrate internal and server side java class libraries using oracle jvm develop robust applications using pl sql gateway and toolkit

Java WebSocket Programming

2013-10-07

master application development with java websocket build dynamic enterprise applications that fully leverage state of the art communication technologies written by the leading expert on java websocket programming this
oracle press guide offers practical development strategies and detailed example applications java websocket programming explains how to design client server applications incorporate full duplex messaging establish
connections create endpoints handle path mapping and secure data you ll also learn how to encrypt transmissions and enrich legacy applications with java websocket develop applications using the java websocket api
create and publish annotated and programmatic endpoints manage the lifecycle events of websocket endpoints maintain reliable connections across the endpoint lifecycle manage synchronous and asynchronous messaging
define encoding and decoding strategies for complex messaging configure message timeouts size limits and exceptions map message paths and route incoming uris to containers secure data authenticate users and encrypt
connections

Java Programming

2012-02-10

develop compile and debug high performance java applications

BEG ORACLE PRO,

2002-03-28

oracle is the world s leading relational database it provides a rich environment to store handle and extract data when used properly oracle provides a solid foundation upon which to build enterprise scale applications

Oracle Database 10g PL/SQL Programming

2004-09-16

the essential reference for pl sql has been revised and expanded featuring all new examples throughout based on the new oracle database 10g sample schema plus a cd with all the book s code as well as development
environments



Oracle9i PL/SQL Programming

2002

from the authorized oracle press comes a complete guide to developing robust pl sql applications the book contains new information on development tools datatypes sql commands and functions and much more the cd rom
contains sample code plus a sampling of development environments covered in the book

Oracle Database 11g PL/SQL Programming Workbook

2010-02-10

ramp up your pl sql programming skills master pl sql through the hands on exercises extensive examples and real world projects inside this oracle press guide filled with best practices oracle database 11g pl sql
programming workbook covers all the latest features and enhancements of the language mastery checks at the end of each chapter reinforce the material covered and sample code from the book is available for download
even experienced oracle professionals will benefit from this practical resource understand the oracle development architecture and the mechanics of connections work with data types structures blocks cursors and pl sql
semantics write deploy and use functions procedures and packages manage transactions and more use dynamic sql statements in real world applications support online transaction processing and data warehousing
applications with external tables find syntax samples and best practices to solve problems write deploy and use object types for a complete list of oracle press titles visit oraclepressbooks com

Oracle PL/SQL Programming

1996

this authoritative and official guide provides everything programmers need to take full advantage of the oracle7 server written by two oracle insiders the book will teach programmers how to develop test debug and tune
oracle applications using such popular tools as visual basic sql and oracle developer 2000

Oracle Database Programming using Java and Web Services

2011-04-08

the traditional division of labor between the database which only stores and manages sql and xml data for fast easy data search and retrieval and the application server which runs application or business logic and
presentation logic is obsolete although the books primary focus is on programming the oracle database the concepts and techniques provided apply to most rdbms that support java including oracle db2 sybase mysql and
postgresql this is the first book to cover new java jdbc sqlj jpublisher and services features in oracle database 10g release 2 the coverage starts with oracle 9i release 2 this book is a must read for database developers
audience dbas database applications developers data architects java developers jdbc sqlj j2ee and or mapping frameworks and to the emerging services assemblers describes pragmatic solutions advanced database
applications as well as provision of a wealth of code samples addresses programming models which run within the database as well as programming models which run in middle tier or client tier against the database
discusses languages for stored procedures when to use proprietary languages such as pl sql and when to use standard languages such as java also running non java scripting languages in the database describes the java
runtime in the oracle database 10g i e oraclejvm its architecture memory management security management threading java execution the native compiler i e ncomp how to make java known to sql and pl sql data types mapping
how to call out to external components ejb components erp frameworks and external databases describes jdbc programming and the new oracle jdbc 10g features its advanced connection services pooling failover load
balancing and the fast database event notification mechanism for clustered databases rac in grid environments describes sqlj programming and the latest oracle sqlj 10g features contrasting it with jdbc describes the
latest database services features services concepts and services oriented architecture soa for dba the database as services provider and the database as services consumer abridged coverage of jpublisher 10g a versatile
complement to jdbc sqlj and database services



Expert Oracle JDBC Programming

2006-11-01

first book on the market that covers building high performance java applications on the oracle database using the latest versions of both the oracle database 10g and the jdbc api 3 0 promotes and explains an anti black
box approach to oracle development complete with benchmark code that will allow developers to write highly efficient high performance oracle jdbc applications a new book from the prestigious oaktable press which
apress will be strongly promoting and supporting throughout 2004

Expert Oracle PL/SQL

2005-10-03

push your programming skills to the next level with the extensive information in this guide learn how to write dynamic pl sql programs interface with oracle databases execute complex calculations and handle error
conditions using advanced techniques

Oracle Database 12c PL/SQL Programming

2014-02-07

master oracle database 12c pl sql application development develop debug and administer robust database programs filled with detailed examples and expert strategies from an oracle ace oracle database 12c pl sql
programming explains how to retrieve and process data write pl sql statements execute effective queries incorporate php and java and work with dynamic sql code testing security and object oriented programming
techniques are fully covered in this comprehensive oracle press guide explore new sql and pl sql features in oracle database 12c build control structures cursors and loop statements work with collections varrays
tables and associative array collections locate and repair errors and employ exception handlers execute black box white box and integration tests configure and manage stored packages and libraries handle security with
authentication and encryption use lobs to store text and multimedia content write and implement pl sql and java triggers extend functionality using dynamic sql statements understand object types nested tables and
unnesting queries

Professional Oracle Programming

2005-06-08

one of the only oracle books to focus exclusively on database programming rather than administration oracle owns sixty percent of the commercial database market provides full coverage of the latest oracle version
10g including new features such as regular expressions and the model sql clause as well as versions 8 8i and 9i the authors are well known as oracle gurus greenwald is the author of oracle in a nutshell and the
coauthor with stackowiak of oracle 9 essentials shows how to use oracle data and data structures to build robust scalable database applications using java sql and pl sql

Oracle Database 10g PL/SQL Programming

2004

this fifth edition is principally rewritten and includes all new examples and coverage of advanced topics like object oriented programming with pl sql external routines job scheduling and more this book covers both
introductory and advanced material and provides complete coverage of the pl sql language including new 10g features introduction



Oracle PL/SQL Programming

2002

the authors have revised and updated this bestseller to include both the oracle8i and new oracle9i internet savvy database products

Oracle Database 12c PL/SQL Advanced Programming Techniques

2014-11-14

take your pl sql programming skills to the next level build robust database centric pl sql applications quickly and effectively oracle database 12c pl sql advanced programming techniques shows you how to write and
deploy java libraries inside oracle database 12c use the utl file and dbms scheduler packages and create external tables and external procedures application security performance tuning and oracle database in memory are
also covered in this oracle press guide configure deploy and troubleshoot java libraries for oracle object types use the utl file package to manage unstructured and structured data develop and deploy java i o libraries
and wrap them with pl sql create and use external tables implement high speed data transfer harden database systems and develop secure applications manage complex schedules and jobs with the dbms scheduler package
optimize pl sql for use in performance tuning create and deploy external procedures implement the oracle database in memory column store feature

OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 17 Developer (1Z0-829) Programmer's Guide

2023-02-27

officially authorized by oracle this book will teach potential developers all they need to know to develop good oracle applications it provides the code needed to perform many common tasks and covers oracle7
background information program development and distributed databases security error handling and optimizing performance are discussed for those interested in advanced programming

Oracle Developer's Guide

1996

this is the only definitive guide to jdbc programming with oracle8i and 9i jdbc is the de facto method for accessing an oracle database from java

Oracle9i JDBC Programming

2002

write powerful sql statements and pl sql programs learn how to access oracle databases through sql statements and construct pl sql programs oracle database 12c sql offers complete coverage of the latest
database features and techniques find out how to write sql statements to retrieve and modify database information use sql plus and sql developer work with database objects write pl sql programs use performance
optimization techniques incorporate xml and more this oracle press guide contains everything you need to know to master sql use sql statements to access an oracle database work with sql plus and sql developer write
pl sql programs create tables sequences indexes views and triggers design advanced queries containing complex calculations create database objects to handle abstract data use date time stamp and time interval data
types establish user roles and privileges handle multimedia files using large objects tune sql statements to make them execute faster generate process and store xml data master the very latest oracle database 12c
features code examples in the book are available for download



Oracle Database 12c SQL

2013-06-26

the definitive guide to lambda expressions mastering lambdas java programming in a multicore world describes how the lambda related features of java se 8 will enable java to meet the challenges of next generation parallel
hardware architectures the book explains how to write lambdas and how to use them in streams and in collection processing providing code examples throughout you ll learn how to use lambda expressions to take full
advantage of performance improvements provided by today s multicore hardware this oracle press book covers why lambdas were needed and how they will change java programming syntax of lambda expressions the basic
operation of streams and pipelines using collectors and reduction to end pipelines creating streams spliterators the fork join framework and exceptions examining stream performance with microbenchmarking api evolution
using default methods

Mastering Lambdas

2014-10-17

completely up to date for the new database release this oracle press guide explains how to write robust database driven pl sql applications full details on the pl sql language scripting semantics and syntax are included
learn how to write powerful programs interact with oracle databases perform complex calculations and handle error conditions it also features a real world example that runs throughout the book to illustrate the
programming techniques presented

Oracle Database 11G Pl/Sql Programming

2008

databases have become an integral part of modern life today s society is an information driven society and database technology has a direct impact on all aspects of daily life decisions are routinely made by organizations
based on the information collected and stored in databases database management systems such as oracle are crucial to apply data in industrial or commercial systems equally crucial is a graphical user interface gui to
enable users to access and manipulate data in databases the apache netbeans ide with java is an ideal candidate for developing a gui with programming functionality oracle database programming with java ideas designs and
implementations is written for college students and software programmers who want to develop practical and commercial database programming with java and relational databases such as oracle database xe 18c the
book details practical considerations and applications of database programming with java and is filled with authentic examples as well as detailed explanations advanced topics in java like java applications and java
services are covered in real project examples to show how to handle the database programming issues in the apache netbeans ide environment this book features a real sample database cse dept which is built with oracle sql
developer provided and used throughout the book step by step detailed illustrations and descriptions of how to design and build a practical relational database fundamental and advanced java database programming
techniques practical to both beginning students and experienced programmers updated java desktop and database programming techniques such as java enterprise edition 7 javaserver pages javaserver faces enterprise java
beans applications and services including glassfish and tomcat servers more than 30 real database programming projects with detailed illustrations actual jdbc apis and jdbc drivers along with code explanations
homework and selected solutions for each chapter to strengthen and improve students learning and understanding of the topics they have studied

Oracle Database Programming with Java

2022-08-08

develop cross platform feature rich javafx gui applications with expert instruction from java guru herb schildt introducing javafx 8 programming provides a fast paced introduction to javafx java s next generation gui
programming tool in this easy to read guide from oracle press java guru herb schildt presents the key topics and concepts that all java developers will need to begin developing modern dynamic javafx gui applications of
course it s written in the cohesive yet concise format that has made schildt an international best selling programming author designed expressly for java programmers the book s focus is on the new javafx api as a result
all examples are written entirely in java the book begins with the fundamentals including the general form of a javafx program readers then advance to event handling controls images fonts layers effects transforms
animation s including 3d animations menus and more numerous complete examples are included that put key topics and techniques into action presents a cohesive fast paced overview of key facets of javafx 8 programming
sample code used in the text is available for download from the mcgraw hill oracle press site written in herb schildt s clear crisp uncompromising style that has made him the choice of millions worldwide



Introducing JavaFX 8 Programming

2015-07-10

develop applications for oracle database by using php and the detailed information in this comprehensive guide you ll learn how to define data types functions and arrays as well as how to write enterprise applications for
the internet and e commerce applications book cover

Oracle Database 10g Express Edition PHP Web Programming

2006-10-27

master application development in a mixed platform environment build powerful database applications in a mixed environment using the detailed information in this oracle press guide oracle database 11g mysql 5 6 developer
handbook lays out programming strategies and best practices for seamlessly operating between the two platforms find out how to migrate databases port sql dialects work with oracle mysql databases and configure
effective queries security monitoring and tuning techniques are also covered in this comprehensive volume understand oracle database 11g and mysql 5 6 architecture convert databases between platforms and ensure
transactional integrity create tables sequences indexes views and user accounts build and debug pl sql sql plus sql psm and mysql monitor scripts execute complex queries and handle numeric and date mathematics merge
data from source tables and set up virtual directories

Oracle Database 11g & MySQL 5.6 Developer Handbook

2011-09-30

if you re a java programmer working in an oracle environment you re probably familiar with jdbc as a means of accessing data within an oracle database sqlj takes you further allowing you to access a database using
embedded sql statements java programming with oracle sqljshows you how to get the most out of sqlj layered on top of jdbc sqlj greatly simplifies database programming rather than make several calls to the jdbc api
just to execute a simple sql statement sqlj executes that statement simply by embedding it within the java code in this book jason price explains sqlj programming from a task oriented point of view you ll learn how to embed
queries and other sql statements within java programs deploy sqlj code not only on client machines but also to jserver oracle s java engine built into the database use advanced techniques for working with collections
streams large objects and database objects all without leaving the comfort of the sqlj environment tune sqlj programs for maximum performance throughout the book the exposition of sqlj and sqlj programming techniques
reflects the author s many years of professional experience as a programmer and consultant examples are first rate enabling you to learn sqlj in no time if you re writing java code to access an oracle database you can t
afford not to know about sqlj

Java Programming with Oracle SQLJ

2001

considered the best oracle pl sql programming guide by the oracle community this definitive guide is precisely what you need to make the most of oracle s powerful procedural language the sixth edition describes the features
and capabilities of pl sql up through oracle database 12c release 1 hundreds of thousands of pl sql developers have benefited from this book over the last twenty years this edition continues that tradition with
extensive code examples and a lively sense of humor this book explains language fundamentals explores advanced coding techniques and offers best practices to help you solve real world problems get pl sql programs up
and running quickly with clear instructions for executing tracing testing debugging and managing code understand new 12 1 features including the accessible by clause with function and udf pragma bequeath current user
for views and new conditional compilation directives take advantage of extensive code samples from easy to follow examples to reusable packaged utilities optimize pl sql performance with features like the function
result cache and oracle utilities such as pl scope and the pl sql hierarchical profiler build modular easy to maintain pl sql applications using packages procedures functions and triggers



Oracle PL/SQL Programming

2014-01-23

written by oracle insiders this indispensable guide distills an enormous amount of information about the oracle database into one compact volume ideal for novice and experienced dbas developers managers and users oracle
essentials walks you through technologies and features in oracle s product line including its architecture data structures networking concurrency and tuning complete with illustrations and helpful hints this fifth
edition provides a valuable one stop overview of oracle database 12c including an introduction to oracle and cloud computing oracle essentials provides the conceptual background you need to understand how oracle
truly works topics include a complete overview of oracle databases and data stores and fusion middleware products and features core concepts and structures in oracle s architecture including pluggable databases
oracle objects and the various datatypes oracle supports system and database management including oracle enterprise manager 12c security options basic auditing capabilities and options for meeting compliance needs
performance characteristics of disk memory and cpu tuning basic principles of multiuser concurrency oracle s online transaction processing oltp data warehouses big data and oracle s business intelligence tools backup
and recovery and high availability and failover solutions

Oracle and Jakarta Web Programming

2003-06

focusing on tried and true best practice techniques in cross technology based oracle embedded programming this book provides authoritative guidance for improving your code compilation and execution geared towards it
professionals developing oracle based enabled applications in pl sql java c c net perl and php it covers application development from concepts to customization following a pragmatic approach to design coding testing
deployment and customization explaining how to maximize embedded programming practices oracle embedded programming and application development explains application development frameworks using 3gl and 4gl high level
language code as embedded code segments across net java and open source technologies in conjunction with sql and or pl sql and the oracle rdbms through version 11gr2 it also features pluggable code using parameterized
constructs to promote code reuse explains when to use a particular embedded language as a best fit for specific applications highlights design considerations that reduce the probability of errors enable quick resolution
and boost performance in terms of enabling a fast actionable synchronized tested fast solution implementation provides best practice techniques that can enhance any application development code design methodology for a
better easier faster cheaper and pervasive solution that in turn helps achieve a better business benefit b b b this practical guide details techniques for constructing architecture and code design methodologies for live
application development projects that can be generalized and standardized as application development and code design frameworks cover to cover the text provides an understanding of how the designed developed and
deployed solutions conform to emerging and next generation trends it also discusses the conformance and usage of 2 0 based ria functionality and regulatory compliance practices involving auditing and security praise for
taking an oracle centric approach lakshman skillfully guides you through the maze of various popular programming languages and environments including net c c perl php java and even sql and pl sql not only showing you
how they interact with oracle but also which language is the best fit for a given situation john kanagaraj executive editor ioug select journal

Oracle Essentials

2013-09-06

design and deploy highly responsive data driven 2 0 applications deliver next generation user capabilities and client side services in your oracle based applications by combining the powerful features of ajax and php written
by 2 0 programming experts oracle database ajax php application development shows you how to design faster lighter more responsive applications while reducing code support and creation time you ll learn how to
develop modular ajax and php code add dynamically updated content and implement click to edit and drag and drop functionality you ll also get details on incorporating cutting edge mashup reporting and communication
features build robust applications that utilize the latest ajax php and modularity techniques construct ajax and php objects controllers iframes and models simplify programming with reusable modules open source
libraries and templates optimize scalability availability performance and security auto refresh pages and execute xml calls using the httprequest object add html drill down tables dom drag and drop and click to edit
features retrieve data from external sources using remote procedure calls and pear based services solve browser navigation button bookmarking and history tracking issues allow end users to customize pages using
tracking json and mashups facilitate client side communication with voip im targeted reporting and file sharing

Oracle Embedded Programming and Application Development

2010-08-03



provides a comprehensive handbook on oracle database programming using java and services technologies covering the latest features of java jdbc sqlj services and oracle database 10g release 2 original advanced

Oracle Database Ajax & PHP Web Application Development

2008-03-13

oracle pl sql recipes is your go to book for pl sql programming solutions it takes a task oriented approach to pl sql programming that lets you quickly look up a specific task and see the pattern for a solution then it s
as simple as modifying the pattern for your specific application and implementing it and you re done and home for dinner oracle pl sql recipes is another in apress ongoing series of recipe books aimed at oracle practitioners the
recipe format is ideal for the busy professional who just needs to get the job done covers the most common pl sql programming problems presents solutions in ready to use format stays short and to the point

Oracle Database Programming Using Java and Web Services

2006

use raspberry pi with java to create innovative devices that power the internet of things raspberry pi with java programming the internet of things iot fills an important gap in knowledge between seasoned java developers
and embedded hardware gurus taking a project based approach to skills development from which both hobbyists and professionals can learn by starting with simple projects based on open source libraries such as pi4j
hobbyists can get immediate results without a significant investment in time or hardware later projects target simplified industrial use cases where professionals can start to apply their skills to practical problems in the
fields of home automation healthcare and robotics this progression prepares you to be an active participant in the iot revolution that is reshaping our lives for the hobbyist hardware used in projects is affordable and
easily accessible follows a project based learning approach with a gradual learning curve projects are based on open source code repositories with commercial friendly licenses for the professional computer engineer uses
an industry standard platform that allows for high performance secure production ready applications introduces java se embedded for large devices and java me embedded for small devices code is portable to a wide variety
of arm and mips based platforms provides practical skill development with advanced projects in the fields of home automation healthcare and robotics

Oracle and PL/SQL Recipes

2012-02-02

this volume will take you from novice to master covering not only how to use sql but also the oracle extensions to sql the examples feature the sample schemas available with oracle database 10g and free code will be
available for download

Raspberry Pi with Java: Programming the Internet of Things (IoT) (Oracle Press)

2015-10-23

professional oracle programming is designed to teach programmers how to use oracle data and data structures to build effective robust and scalable software applications the book will teach developers how to
leverage oracle s strengths both in terms of logical functionality and operations the book assumes that the reader is an experienced developer with basic knowledge of oracle java and sql since java is the most commonly
used language for oracle database applications all examples will be written in java many of the sample applications will also employ sql and pl sql extensively reflecting the fact that sql is the primary data access
language for oracle databases oracle architecture and storage using sql handling multiple users database design basics oracle security the oracle data dictionary installing oracle introduction to sql extended sql
indexes constraints other database structures functions distributed queries transactions and databases pl sql basics pl sql and sql pl sql packages introduction to java database programming triggers regular
expressions and expression filter object relational interactions with oracle oracle xml db html db high speed data movement data loading and management business intelligence query business intelligence analysis optimization



Pro .Net Oracle Programming

2005

this concise introduction to oracle sql is ideal for students in a database course that requires programming sql this book covers the basics of oracle and includes new topics associated with web server programming this
v 8 edition includes new material on pro c and a new chapter on sqlj a new java interface to oracle and other databases oracle 8 object features have also been added and all of the book s examples are updated to reflect
oracle 8 the final chapter is composed of a number of sample projects and programming applications that implement these basic concepts introduces a new database investment portfolio database in ch 1 includes new
material on pro c and a new chapter on sqlj devotes separate chapters to jdbc in the context of oracle and embedded sql pro c includes an extensive selection of problems and project suggestions all updated to reflect
oracle 8 contains new exercises at the end of each chapter and new projects added to chapter 7

Oracle Database 10g SQL

2004-02-20

written by one of the world s leading experts on the oracle pl sql language this text offers extensive exercises in all skill levels covering major features of the language also provides a primer to the pl sql language

Professional Oracle Programming: Covers Oracle 10G

2006-09

Oracle8 Programming

2000

Oracle PL/SQL Programming

2000
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